Grad Procedure
June or summer graduates
should schedule a graduation
appointment in the Registrar’s
office, ADM102, before the
deadline, March 17. Majorniinor forms must be on file
with the Registrar prior to the
Interview.
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Easter Edition
A special six -page Easter section wIll be included in tomorrow’s Spartan Daily. The section, edited by Carol Schneider,

features,

moon,:

other

thinge, ptcychedelie Eaeter eggs
and all kinds of bunnies.
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Council’s ’Soph Rep’ Exposed as Freshman
Council ’A Bore;’ Wright Resigns in ’Mild Disgust’
Raps ASB Leaders
For Evasive Actions
By RICK SKINNER
Spartan Daily Managing Editor
Student council at SJS has become a "bore" for Junior Rep Bill
Wright.
So he resigned Friday "in mild
disgust" at what he called lack of
honesty among some student government leaders.
Wright said, "It’s like quitting
my accounting classI can’t get
excited enough to ’quit in fury’."
But in resigning, Wright paused
long enough to hurl a few barbs
at student government leaders.
"Student government has degenerated into a petty ’debating
society’," Wright said in a letter to
Jerry Spotter, ASB president. "The
officers have been paranoic in their
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suspicions of other members of the
government, the press and even
the college administration, Every
opportunity has been taken to
evade established procedure that
would normally check most of this
suspicion."
ENDANGERS STUDY
In his letter of resignation,
Wright claimed the "Pressure of
time" demanded by his position on
council "would severely endanger
. . . my course of study."
However, Wright said, "If it was
really interesting to me, I’d probably make the sacrifice (and stay
on council). I don’t think I’m
learning anything. Last year, I
did."
Wright is currently carrying 15
academic units with a 2.67 overall GPA. He said he is trying to
get into a graduate school, which
would necessitate a 3.0 overall.
"Under competent leadership, it
would be the same this year,"
Wright said. I have nothing against
Jerry as an individual, but as a
student body president, he doesn’t
do a good job. It’s not all his fault
you have to consider some of the
people he’. working with." Wright
did not elaborate on individuals.
"I’ve been trying to be tactful
with Spotter and LeeI might as
well say what I think now," he
added.
CHANGES NAIVETE
"There doesn’t seem to be much
in the way of honest debate on
council," the ex-council member
said. "Jerry appointed people
council voted. Some of the members are politically naivewhich
results in block voting.’
Wright, who was appointed in
1965 as sophomore rep by then
ASB President John Hendricks,
slashed council for its recent action in appointing senior representatives.
"Bill (Clark) was elected three
times by the same class he wants
to represent now. If anybody on
council is as experienced, and has
proven ability like Bill, I’d like
to know about it."
"Spoiler has hidden information
from council members," Wright
went on. "He distributed three or
four rough drafts of his proposed
constitutional revisions before it
Was complete. He was very upset
that some members of council saw
these, and refused to allow other
members to see the other copies."

Dear Jerry:
I hereby present my resignation from Student Council and
all Associated Student Body
committees.
The pressures of time have
convinced me that my continuation in Student Body Office
would severely endanger my
chances of satisfactorily completing my course of study.
My opinion of student body
government has changed drasticstUy over the last year. When
I first became involved in San
Jose’s student government I felt
that the government was attempting, however skillfully, to
acquire some rights, freedoms
and responsibilities for the students that students have never
before enjoyed.
Thbi year, student government
has degenerated into a petty
"debating society" that has no
place in the life of a sophisticated college or university. The
officers have been paranoie in
their suspicions of other members of the government, the
prom, and even the college administration. Every opportunity
has been taken to evade established procedure that would
normally check most of this simpleton. Minutes of meetings have
been left incomplete. "secret"
copies of important acts and
even the proposed constitution
have been withheld from councilmen and other government officials, and interviews for important government positions
Dr. Herbert Aptheker, noted auhave been "postponed" almost
Indefinitely in what looks like thor, historian, lecturer and editor
an attempt to completely dim- will speak tonight at 8 on The
Nature of Revolution. This proI.tnethe
mnStudent
revoG
credit
can only hope that you and gram, sponsored by the Lindsay for
your council can iron mit your Council Campaign Committee, will
the Montgomery
held at
problems before the budgets be- he
gin to drown you in paperwork. Theater of the Civic Auditorium.
Aptheker, former history proI 111111 truly sorry that I must
resign in the middle of there fessor of Columbia University and
problems, hut you have already presently director of the Ameriheard and ignored most of my can Institute for Marxist Studies,
suggestions and I can see no rea- was a candidate for Congress from
son to prolong the agony. Feel Brooklyn, New York, last year.
On the program with her father,
free to call on me any time for
will he Bettina Aptheker, student
any purpose.
Sincerely yours,
council member ot the U.C. BerWilliam F. Wright
keley campus.

Herbert Aptheker,
Historian, Author,
Speaks Tonight
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WHERE THE STUDENT BODY DOLLAR GOES
Pictured above is the graphic representation
of ASB monetary allocations during the fiscal
year. The budgetary breakdown was prepared

by Candy Lyle

by ASB Information Officer C. K. Moreland
and ASB Treasurer John Bruckman. The presentation was made to Student Council by Bruckman last Wednesday.

Bill for University Status
Dies Quietly in Committee
By JEFF BRENT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS learned late last week that
It has lost one of two chances to
become a state university this
year.
The news came with the defeat
of a bill introduced into the Senate by Sen. Mervyn Dymally, DLos Angeles. The proposed measure, had it passed, would have provided a name change for all 19
state colleges to California State
University at
The measure died qicetly in the
Senate Governmental Efficiency
Committee last Wednesday when
it was tabled by a voice vote.
Strong opposition came from University of California lobbyist Jay
Dee Michael, who said that the
name change would violate the
intent of the California master
plan for higher education. He bated
his argument on the distinction
that the master plan draws between college and university systems.

shared mixed emotions over the
Stiern statement. Hal It. Smith,
assistant to the dean of students
at SJS, said: "I would like to know
what Sen. Stiern bases his statement on? If he was quoted right
I feel that his statement was rather harsh and he should explain his
basis for saying that State College
students are not qualified for admission to a university."
5.15 SPOTLIGHTED
Commenting on the defeat of
the Dymally measure, William J.
Dusel, vice president of SJS, said
he was extremely disappointed in
the hasty action of the senate committee in tabling the measure and
hopes that the Vasconcellos proposal will not meet the same fate
In the assembly.
The bill proposed by Assemblyman John Vascrmeellos D-San Jose,
to he introduced into the Assembly
the middle part of April, would
provide the trustees with the authority to give university status
to any of the 19 state colleges they
deemed worthy of the name. The
CALLS ’PRIDE’ FACTOR
Opposition to the measure was measure places heavy emphasis
increased by Sen. Walter W.
Stiern, D-Bakersfteld, who said
that thousands of state college students were not qualified for admission to the university and that
"pride" was a poor basis for a
name change.
Many college administrators

and gives priority to SJS and urges
the trustees, if given the power, to
change SJS’ name immediately to
San Jose State University.
In a telephone interview Friday
with the Department of Journalism and Advertising, Radio and
Television News center, Assemblyman Vasconcellos said that he is
too optimistic about his proposal
to let the failure of the Dymally
bill affect his chances for success.
"As of now I have 18-co-authors
to the measure out of 80 assembly
members. I was disappointed that
the Dymally measure was killed
but I do feel that my measure
gives flexibility to the Board of
Trustees to make a decision about
changing the name of a state college to a specific university title.
Between now and the 30-day waiting period before the bill can be
introduced into the assembly there
are a few minor changes that will
be made in the form of amendments," he said.
If the Vasconcellos measure is
killed SJS will lose the chance
this year for university status.

Peace Talks Set

Presidents See Reagan

AMA Conference
Today is the dealine to register
for the third annual American
Marketing Association I.N.T.R.O.
job interview conference.
Approximately 60 corporations
will be represented at the conference to be held March 30 and
31 at the Sheraton -Palace Hotel in
San Francisco.
All seniors are eligible to attend and a major in business is
not required. There is a $5 charge,
paid when registering. To register, write:
INTRO-AMERICAN MARKETING ASSN.
1255 Post Street -Suite 625
San Fnancisco, Calif. 94109
For further information, contact
Wyatt Carr, 225-0220.

The proposed "bare bones" state for state supported higher educaeducation budget and a tion in the future," commented
Paul Beck, Reagtm’s assistant press
temporarily postponed tuition issue
secretary, Friday.
will be the prime targets of conBeck contended that Reagan
troversy tomorrow when ASH presdoes not wish to cut hack in either
idents from most of the California
quality or quantity of education,
State Colleges converge in Sacra- but he noted that the financial
mento for a private meeting with condition of the state necessitated
the State College budget cutback.
Governor Ronald Reagan.
The upcoming peaceful talks will
be in sharp contrast to February’s
student/facully marches and demonstrations in Sacramento.
A Student Leadership Prayer
Sources in Sacramento indicate
that the talk will be cordial, hut Breakfast, sponsored by an indewill do little to change the gover- pendent committee of SJS students
nor’s mind on these two contro- under ASB President Jerry Spotter, will be held in the cafeteria,
versial issues.
"Governor Reagan will continue Wednesday, March 15, at 7 R.M.
U.S. District Judge Thomas J.
to seek a solution to the budget
problem on a state level, but he MacBride of Sacramento will speak
will continue to work for tuition at the gathering of student leaders.
higher

Prayer Breakfast

INilliams Records
Unit Total of 231/2
By FRANCINE MILLER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Sophomore Representative Glen Williams has been sitting
on Student Council illegally since the beginning of this semester
with the approval of ASB President Jerry Spolter and the knowledge of his situation by other council members.
Williams says he has accumulated 24 units of incomplete
since last spring, bringing his total units completed to 231,4, 61/:
units short of qualifying him for sophomore status.
The ASB constitution states that
a representative must be a bonafide member of the class he represents.
Williams, who says he "would
be willing to resign if council so
requested," has so far not presented the question of his ineligibility
to the ASB legislature.
"I believe in the spirit of the
constitution over the letter," Williams explains. "And I feel I still
represent the peo,.I.
,ected
me."
"I feel as if I am a sophomore,"
Williams adds, "I’m taking sophomore classes, I will be a jtudor
next year, and I’ll graduate the
same time as present sophomores
will."
Calling the constitution "viable,"
Spoiler echoes the belief that the
constitution is being upheld, in
spirit if not to the letter.
"I do not feel that a whole
class’ desired representative should
be given up," states Spotter, who
became aware of Williams’ situation when fall grades came out.
REVISES ELIGIBILITY
"Glen is one of the most mature,
intelligent members of council,"
Spotter explains as the reason why
he asked Williams to remain on
council. "But he is no more a
lackey than the man in the moon,"
the president adds.
Spotter also points out that
the new ASB constitution being
written by the Constitutional Revision Committee will provide that
a representative have completed a
prescribed number of semesters
rather than units, as the constitution now states.
The economics major took his
seat on council last fall with only
23 units to his credit. According
to Williams, he had until November to make up 12 units of incomplete he received when he failed
to finish last spring’s tutorials program.
CITES TUTORIALS
Williams, however, did not make
up those units and got another
12 units of incomplete when he
dropped the tutorials in the fall.
"I knew his grades were bad, hut
I didn’t know how bad," says
Freshman Representative Doug De
Costa. Kathy Eddins, also a fresh-

Wright Unaware
Bill Wright, recently resigned
member of student council (see
story), lives with Sophomore Rep
Glen Williams. Wright said, concerning Williams’ admitted Ineligibility: "I didn’t know anything
about it until Monday, March
S. I’d heard rumors concerning
his grades. but I cv isn’t going
to take then, for truth. I think
Rich Epstein proved last year
’if you don’t got IL you don’t be
there."
Wright referred to Epstein’s
resignation from his grad rep
spot last year when the ASB
Judiciary discovered he was ineligible for his position.
e-te informa
man rep, had the
lion. Miss Eddins, who has drorried
the tutorials program, too, explains, "it is simply Lapossible to
take tutorials and maintain extraCUITiCUtal activities at the same
time."
In 1965 Rich Epstein, grad rep,
was removed from council by the
ASB Judiciary wher it was discovered he had withdrawn from
school. At that time Epstein commented that "according to the
ASB constitution, I am qualified
to remain on council."
VACANCIES CREATED
The same semester both ASB
Treasurer Rick Trout and Senior
Rep J. J. Fraser resigned their
positions when they found that
they were units short of being
qualified.
If Williams should resign, council will be left with only 17 members. While Bob Gottschalk was
sworn in as senior rep at the last
council meeting, one senior rep
position is still unfilled, and Bill
Wright’s resignation also leaves a
vacancy in junior class representation.
Aware that budgets will soon be
coming up at council, Williams
points out that he "could make up
12 units with one week of concentrated effort," thus qualifying
In time to be reappointed by Spotter to the seat he will vacate if
he resigns.

Interviews Held for ASB
Interviews for three important the College Union Pios am Board
policy-making boards and a senior (CUPB) will be conducted today.
representative position will be held tomorrow, Wednesday and Thursday, respectively. Interviews for
this week from 2:30 to 5 p.m. in
senior rep will take place today
the College Union, according to and tomorrow.
Margaret Davis, ASB personnel
Persons interested in these posiofficer,
tions may sign up for interview
Interviews for three Positions on times in the union, 315 S. Ninth
the
Student
Activities
Board St- and for the CUPB, also in front
(SAB), two positions on the Elec- of Spartan Bookstore today and
tion Board, and four positions int tomorrow from 10-2.
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Editorial

Accept Responsibility
The ’tparlait Da ii y repeatedly has
expressed (opposition to any attempt by
student government to regulate the
newspaper’s editorial content. In particular, we object to an Editorial Advisory Board established by ASB
action.
While we es sit tend it is our responsibility to act as a cheek on student
government and to decide within our
departmental structure which news will
be of most interest to our readers. many
student leaders deem it their duty to
advise us both directly and indirectly
of proper dissemination.

Yet the Spartan Daily is required
under the ASB Publications Act to
give "full and accurate presentation
of campus news, and dissemination of
announcements and official information. These latter ordinarily take precedence over other editorial content."
While student legislators seek to establish a board to act as a check on
the Spartan Daily. the Daily will simultaneously expose irresponsibility on
the part of arious student officials.
We intend to clearly demonstrate that
the Daily must be free of ASH influence to function as a responsible newspaper.

We support the idea of an Editorial
Ad’. isory Hoard, but not one which
derives its powers from ASH statute.
The Daily already is subject to a degree of influence. through control of
budgetary purse strings.

Thrust and Parry

We submit that the independent responsibility of the Daily has a positive
Wert upon the quality of student government on this campus. Now we intend to prove it.

’Council Obviously Lacks
Leadership and Direction’

Student Council continually displays
a lack of interest and organization at
its weekly meetings. Not only has it
failed to abide by the constitution concerning the eligibility of its membership, it did not show enough interest
in its business to seat a quorum last
week. One councilman already has resigned in disgust, another will likely
be forced to resign, and the body itself
has been considering virtually the same
business for the past three sessions.
This is not indicative of responsible
action.
Recently, considerable question has
arisen concerning the methods by
which the ASH president selects his
appointees. There are those who believe the Personnel Selection Committee is not all it’s cracked up to be.
recent episode involving the naming of the senior representatives will
serve as a good example.
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Spolter Blasted for Senior Rep Selection
Editor:
During the past week the Student Council
has been considering drastic revisions in the
8-year-old ASB Constitution, During that
period, the Council managed to secure a committee quorum only once while waiting to discuss the proposed revisions. Three other times
council committees failed to raise the necessary quorum, and the business of council
and the students was delayed for a full week.
Even the entire council proved incapable of
raising a quorum upon returning from dinner
on Wednesday.
It appears obvious that the council is suffering from a serious lack of leadership and direction. Since the usual sources of this leadership, ASB Vice President Vic Lee and ASH
President Jerry Spotter, evidently have seen
fit to ignore their responsibilities, one would
think that they would appreciate some of the
council members seizing the initiative.
When a person with the necessary experience and background applied for a vacant
council position however, he was rejected
for some rather unclear reasons.
One would think that a man who has been
ASB treasurer. three-times council representative, vice chairman of council, chairman of
the constitutional revision committee, member
of the housing committee, Financial Advisory
Board, member of the Spartan Shops Board
tin charge of the bookstore and cafeteria),
etc., would qualify for at least one of the two
vacant Senior Representative positions.
Who knows, the way things have been running (or not running) in student government,
one would think that Vic and Jerry would
appreciate the help!
Diane Bate*
AS510

Green Power Tokenism
Plagues St. Pat’s Day
Editor:
Somehow I just can’t picture Bob Kelley
with a shamrock pinned on his chest marching
up Main Street during a St. Patrick’s Day
Parade.
Yet, in name only, Kelley was the sole
representative of the ta ban Irish-American
community at the recent ASB/Dilemma of
the American City program held on SJS
campus. i Boss Tweed shall hear about this!)
So far as I’m concerned, even the mere
appearance of Kelley’s name In connection
with the program was outright "tokenism."
I urge all of us proud Irish -Americans to
convene at the Seventh Street Forum this
Friday noon to demonstrate our mettle. Don’t
forget to wear your "Green Power" buttons.
Jeff Mullins
A5122

Spolter’s Refusal Shows
Streak of Hypocrisy’
Editor:

It was personally disgusting to me to read
that ASB President Jerry Spoiler has refused
to appoint Bill Clark to one of the two open
senior representative posts on Student Council. Mr. Spotter obviously is afraid of confronting an experienced councilman with his slapdash programs and unethical maneuverings.
Neither could Mr. Spolter be said to be rep-

resenting the students, since Mr. Clark has
three times been elected to the Student Countwice by the most
cil by this same class
votes. Rather than risk the possibility of any
meaningful debate arising in the council, Spotter prefers to appoint people with less background and more probable acquiescence.
Spoiler’s refusal also clearly betrays a clear
streak of thorough hypocrisy. While claiming
to support people of divergent viewpoints and
interests to available positions, he quickly
retreated behind the facade of "executive
prerogative" and "previous objectivity" when
faced with a potential ripple in his otherwise
smooth stream.
Student government’s most ballyhooed program this year was the Winter Carnival
a proposal made by Bill Clark in last spring’s
presidential campaign. It’s time Spoiler puts
his money where his mouth is and really represents the students, leaving personalities to
the past.
Lawrence R. Pegram
A760I

Tuition Debate Centers
On ’Character Building’
Editor:
Confusion finally gave way to happiness
last Thursday at the conclusion of the debate
on the position, "tuition yes" versus "tuition
no." The confusion began when the affirmative argued that students should pay tuition
so that students could be admitted free.
Happiness came when the affirmative argued
at the close of the debate that the imposition
of tuition would make for character building.
Since character building is almost as acceptable as mother love, the negative side,
which up until then was trying vainly to

1

argue against a contradiction, found a real
that there is more character building
Issue
In no tuition!
Unfortunately time ran out before the
negative could pursue its advantage, so let
me outline briefly the line of argument they
might have pursued. By not paying tuition a
student develops a sense of loyalty to the
fatherhood in Sacramento that creates the tax
structure that makes free tuition possible, a
sense of gratitude to the brotherhood of man
throughout the state that pays the taxes, and
a sense of inner modesty through the realization that he has done nothing to deserve all
this. Loyalty, gratitude, modesty all splendid character traits.
One is tempted to suggest an expansion
of opportunity to develop character even more
fulsomely. There could be free dormitory
space, free car rental service, and free meals
at Plateau 7.
I’m sure that if given time the affirmative
egukg ntatett_all tus. pct wonder it was so
hard to decide where to sit. There was so
much confusion. But everyone was happy.
Dr. Lawrence H. Mouat
Professor of Speech

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty
chance to express their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 45.space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASS number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exheusfed.

Pasquinade

By BOB KENNEY
. . . excuse me, please ...
"Excuse
sorry about that . . ." Norman finally
bled onto an empty seat in the dark,
s
smokey coffee house. Norman felt good,
he finally hash found a place where he
could escape all the phoniness that enKnifed him every slay.
"Iley kid," a scraggly-bearded person
next to him said. "Ya got any extra
paper?"
"Paper?" Norman said dubiously.
"For grass, man. . . ."
"Grass?" Norman said.
The stranger immediately clapped a
hand over Norman’s mouth. "Not so loud.
Ya wanna get us busted?"
"What’s grass?" Norman whispered
through the grasping fingers.
The scraggly beard looked at Norman.
Then he poked a girl and whispered, and
she looked at Norman. Soon everyone
nearby was looking at Norman.
Seeing Norman’s bewildered look, the
stranger led him to a far corner of the
room. "You’ve never had gra," he
paused and looked aro I, "marijuana,"
he whispered.
"No. What is it?" Norman whispered.
"It makes everything beautiful, not like
acid tho--." He paused, "LSD," he explained. "Leary calls it a religion. You

glide and nothing seems phony anymore.’
"Beastly," Norman echoed. "I already
see beauty, everyday. There’s green grass,
blue skies, strangers who smile and silver
buildings shimmering in the afternoon sun.
Why do I need drugs to see beauty?"
The scraggly beard looked at him
strangely between sleep puffs on the joint
he held. "Sure, kid, that’s all nice. But
it doesn’t turn you on to the beauty of
things. Drugs hand it to you ... right in
your hand."
"I thought you had to find beauty and
truth," Norman said hesitantly, "not have
it tossed in your lap."
"I always felt," Norman continued,
"that to walk through a day, discovering
and enjoying the beauty always around
one is the purpose of living."
Norman stopped. The stranger’s eyes
were open, but not looking at him. They
were somewhere beyond him. Norman
quietly got up to leave. He was confused
and wondered if he didn’t understand
because he was too simple.
Outside he paused. There wasn’t much
of the night left, but he would walk
through what was left and look at the
stars. Maybe he would even sit by the
wharf and wait for the sunrise. He wasn’t
sure why, but for some reason it made him
feel good.

The chances for ratification next week
of the U.S.-Soviet consular treaty are now
considered a pretty sure thing. Although
potential difficulties developed yesterday
in the Senate, the treaty’s opponents can’t
hope to carry more than 20 per cent of
the Senate, according to a prediction by
Senator Albert Gore, ID.. Tenn.)
First proposed by President Eisenhower
to Chairman Khrushchev at Camp David
in 1959, this treaty will help more Americans in Russia than Russians in America.
Some 18,000 Americans travel in Russia
each year, and the treaty will guarantee
them access to their embassy when any
difficulties arisesomething that Russians
in this country would have without the
treaty.
The complaint that the treaty would
allow Soviet espionage to be expanded in
the United States "just doesn’t stand up,"
says Senator Everett M. Dirksen. The minority leader of the Senate now favors its
passage. A considerable measure of credit
for the treaty’s prospects belongs, we believe, to Senator Thomas H. Kuchel of
California, who has supported it all the
way, even during the days when Senator
Dirks,en, in his own words, was "wavering
at the threshhold of truth." Kuchel’s Senate speech on Monday relevantly answered
right-wing critics by noting that their view
"ignores history and accepts the argument
that even communication with a potential
Communist adversary means eventual submission to its false ideology." The need
for commtutication with the Soviet Union,
Kuchel rightly said, overrides such objections.
San Francisco Chronicle
March 9, 1967

Guest Room

Small Minds,
Big Trouble
By GAIL BISBEE
During the late ’80s, because people
continued to vote down the bonds, schooling for Santa-Clra Valley children reached
a crisis.
At first, two sessions, 6 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. took care of the
problem. Even though high schools and
elementary schools were on these hours
all, most
people didn’t grumble after
of them had been through this before.
Soon, a third session, 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.,
was needed.
Of course the teacher shortage hadn’t
been resulted, either. Remote instruction
but
TV was piped into the classroom
the children were frustrated because they
couldn’t turn to their favorite programs
or bounce up and raid the icebox. Actually, they missed the super advertisements.
PAID EDUCATION
When this condition came to the ;mention of the city fathers a great light dawned
on them why not advertise between
classes and make the whole education program self-sustaining?
Because of bargain rates and massive
time slots the advertisers spend all their
money for school time leaving nothing for
the so-called free TV. So free TV died
for lack of sponsors.
The children became so bored at home
that they took to studying. Because they
were able to sleep undisturbed at school
they were wide awake and alert at home.
As a result they all became "A" students.
MENTAL MIDGETS
Unfortunately, by this time, arotmd-theclock three-session schooling had divided
all of Santa Clara Valley into three separate communities. The 6 a.m. to 2 p.m.
group had its early rising, eating, and
working cycle; the 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
group got up at its own time and played
on a different schedule from the other
two groups; and the 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.
group had a nocturnal cycle matching
neither of the other groups.
This condition divided the valley into
three separate cultures, none of which was
able to communicate with the others. Because this limited the processes of natural
selection, the people destroyed themselves
through inbreeding all, that is, except
for one dozen scholars who were able to
influence the remaining 888,990 idiots into
voting for school bonds.
Soon there were schools aplenty all
attended by idiots.

MondnY. March 13, 1967
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Training To Educate
Rural Migrant Child
By PAT MeCCLLOCII
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Moving from place to place may
mean better jobs and higher pay
for the businessman. For the no.
mad it brings promise of fertile
lands for their crops or abundant
vegetation for their herds. But,
for the children of migrant workers, moving from place to place
means inadequate schooling and
less opportunities for advancement.
The plight of the migrant children has been the concern of
many Californians for years, yet
only recently have definite and
progressive steps been taken towards helping these children and
their parents.
This fall a new program has
been established at SJS to train
teachers for the rural migrants’
children. The National Teachers
Corps, proposed by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and supported by Congressional funds, is the only one
of its kind for migrants in California. There is only one other
such program in the United States
which is located in Arizona. A second type of program at San Diego
State College and University of
Southern California has been set
up for training teachers for disadvantaged children in urban
areas.
TUTORS CLASSES
Dr. Paul Blake, professor of education, is the project director
and supervises the field work of
five teams. The teams are located
at Salinas, Alisal, Soledad, with
one at Berkeley, at McKinley High
School. Three professors are responsible for training the prospective teachers, Dr. John Moreland and Dr. Allan Friebel, associate professors of elementary
education, and Dr. Urrutibeheity,
assistant professor of foreign languages.
Twenty-two interns attend classes in reading, counseling and
guidance, elementary curriculum,
and the educational needs of disadvantaged children. Classes meet
on the campus of Hartnell College
in Salinas and SJS.

Prof in Trees for Summer

According to Dr. Blake, NTC
will train teachers to teach children who may have special problems because of inadequate education. As part of the training,
the teachers actually work in the
schools and do tutoring for special
classes. Many do volunteer community work with adult illiterates
as is now being conducted at
Greenfield, just below Salinas.
"We are trying to train people,"
states Dr. Blake, "who have the
best qualifications to teach these
children.
EARN CREDENTIALS
"And we haven’t lost one person (teacher) from this program,"
continues Dr. Blake. "No one has
quit."
The idea for this program originated in the Monterey Office of
Education. "They wanted SJS to
collaborate with training teachers," comments Dr. Blake. "Monterey places them and pays for
them, San Jose trains them."
Interns were selected from college seniors and graduate students
with little or no teaching experience. With part-time teaching and
community service, plus the tuition-fee, part-time graduate study
in the two-year program the interns will earn a master’s degree
and a state teaching credential. A
salary equal to that of a beginning teacher accompanies their
free education.
Dr. Blake was in Johannesburg,
South Africa on his sabbatical at
the time the program was being
started. He received a telegram
there in August from Dr. Keith,
asking him to take charge of the
project.
Upon his return he began working with his colleagues to try to
develop a successful program.
Yet, he says, "The future of the
program depends on what Cangress does with its money. The
program has been established for
two years, but money has been
appropriated for only one."
"Progress has been slight," continues Dr. Blake, "but there has
been enough to indicate that these
people (NTC) will affect change."

DR. DENNY AUCHARD, adviser for the recently established
National Teachers Corps, discusses plans with (left to right) Mrs.
Katye Anderson and daughter, Miss Lois Anderson of Berkeley,
and Mr. Harry Van Kamper, Oakland. Twenty-two trainees are
part of the SJS program which is responsible for training teachers
for children of migrant workers.

Information FEE Group Plans
Donation Campaign
Offered
On Budgets
A lecture program on the current problems confronting education in the California State Colleges has been organized by the
SJS chapter of the Association of
California State College Professors (ACSCP) to address various
groups and organizations in Santa
Clara County.
"We of the ACSCP feel that the
true battlefield for this fight for
a properly budgeted educational
system is the community, and that
the nature of the fight is political,"
recently stated Dr. James J. Clark,
SJS professor of English and president of the local ACSCP chapter.
The lectures, Clark said, will
speak about "the nature of the
present crisis, the ways it affects
the State Colleges, the effects of
a budget cut on enrollments and
faculty hiring, and related information pertinent to the budget
issue."
Groups or organizations interested in using this service are invited to call the ACSCP office,
294-6414, ext. 2276 or 2026.

Summer Jobs
Students Interested in summer
positions should eontact Mrs.
Margo Keller, Student Placement Interviewer, in the Placement Center, Adm. Bldg. 234 for
further information.

MONDAY, MARCH 27
Charles Pfizer Company, Inc.,
San Francisco. Undergraduate and
FRIDAY, MARCH 17
graduate students in business adPacific Telephone, San Francisco.
ministration wanted for summer
Electrical engineering, mechanical
marketing program.
engineering, industrial engineering,
math, physics, liberal arts, busi- MONDAY, APRIL 3
Crown Zellerhaeh, San Frandsen.
ness and accounting majors wanted
for management achievement pro- Undergraduates and graduate students in business administration,
gram.
Western Electric, Sunnyvale. marketing and liberal arts wanted
Electrical engineering, industrial for summer sales training proengineering, business administra- gram.
1167

SCREEN
SCENES

tion and accounting majors wanted
for work in systems engineering,
industrial management and accounting.

STUDIO
292-6778
396 South First
"The Deadly Affair"
and
"Assault On A Queen"
Student Discount Rates

Ple.
If you’re 16.22 you can be a Young
Ambassador. Tell the people you meet
about Americo while traveling in the
friendliest way so bicycle and train,
staying in Youth Hostels as unique as
a chateau, as simple as a university
dormitory. Travel in small coied
groups with a trained American Youth

The Alumni Association’s Fund
for Excellence in Education (FEE),
has recently announced plans for
"greater educational opportunities"
for SJS students, according to Jo
Emmett Jennings, retired president of the Jennings Radio Corp.,
of San Jose and Watsonville.
"FEE is planning to benefit all
areas of the college," Jennings explained, "by providing such needed
refinements as increased library
holdings, a permanent art gallery,
scholarships and fellowships and
additional research facilities."
Jennings, a ’36 graduate, is one
of 10 challengers who are pledging, as a group, $5,000 towards
FEE’s goal this year of $20,000.
Donations may be sent to FEE
c/o the Alumni Association, San
Jose State College,

"I will be spending a good partion of this summer up in trees,"
mused Mr. Ronald Sleeker, SJS
assistant professor of entomology,
in a recent interview.
Last summer Stecker spent one
month in Kings Canyon National
Park studying insects which affect the Giant Sequoias. This study
was financed by Red Skelton, the
well-known television comedian.
"Mr. Skelton is very interested in
conservation. He spends a lot of
time in the forests and frequently
questions conservationists who are
working on research projects about
their work," Stecker added.
Collecting over 2,000 insects this
summer the SJS entomologist discovered four new orders and 15
new families of insects involved
With the sequoias.
CHANGES EMPHASIS
This summer he will return to
Kings Canyon National Park for
the entire summer. "I studied only
felled trees this past summer. This
summer I will be climbing up live
sequoias to study the vertical distribution of insects in them," explained Stecker. Continuing, he explained that the vertical distribution concerns the different vertical
levels at which different insects
live in the tree. Many insects will
only live near the ground, while
others do just the opposite, living
as high as possible. "This area of
study of the sequoias is a virgin
area of research. For various reasons (such as the sequoias uselessness in lumbering and protection
by the government) no research
has been reported about vertical
distribution," he noted.
Working his way through SJS
driving an armored truck, Stecker

graduated with a degree in zoology
in 1959. He later received his master’s degree from the University
of Idaho. Currently he is working
on his doctoral dissertation in connection with the entomology of the
sequoias.
SEQUOIA CHALLENGE
Three SJS biology professors
Dr. Richard Hartesveldt, Dr.
Thomas Harvey, and Dr. Howard
Shellhammerare also working on
other phases of the sequoia project.
"One of the main problems I
have encountered is how to get
up in the trees. For example the
General Sherman sequoia has a
perimeter of 110 feet at the base.
This makes it impossible to use
standard tree climbing gear. It’s
more like climbing the face of a
cliff," Stecker pointed out.
"The tree has an amazingly uniform diameter. The Sherman tree
is 17 feet in diameter 60 feet up
the tree, at 120 feet up the diameter has only decreased by six
inches," he noted with a smile.
"I will use an Albina powered
climber (used for climbing towers) to climb the trees. It consists of a basket which is pulled
by a cable that is driven by a
motor. A fire fighter who is an
excellent tree climber, will climb
a nearby tree and swing over to
the sequoia. He will attach the
cable that will be connected to
the basket. I will then he pulled
up the tree in the basket," he explained.
130-FOOT STEP
Stecker thinks that climbing
huge trees puts man in the proper
perspective. "When you reach the
first limb of a sequoia at 130
feet up the tree and it is six feet

in diameter and 150 feet long,
somehow you realize what a small
part of nature man is," he commented philosophically.
When questioned as to why be
works in the forest all summer,
when he has a full time job teaching, he noted "r am interested in
my project and it also keeps me
Informed on new developments in
my field."
Commenting on the research
atmosphere of SJS he mentioned,
"I feel that the research atmosphere is unique. You are allowed
to do it, encouraged, yet not
pushed into it."
The sequoia project is a 10-year
project with several different
phases sponsored by the National
Park Service. It should prove interesting what the future research
=turns.

Young Republicans
Create New Post
The SJS Young Republicans recently elected Richard Reeb, political science graduate student, to
the newly-created office of publicity director and chose Sue Harriger, junior journalism major, as
executive secretary for the remaining spring semester. Kathy Leonard, freshman drama major, was
appointed assistant secretary.
A resolution to reconstruct the
higher education program, to halt
further expansion of the University
of California and to upgrade the
quality of education in the State
College system was passed unanimously by the members.

Check
who’s coming
on campus
March 15,16 &17

Hostels leader as chaperon who’ll

(With lots of careers in the
booming communications field!)

take you to famous and untouristy places.
You’ll get a travel wardrobe from
Lady Wrangler’s or Mr. Wrangler’s
Young Ambassadors Collection and
you’ll

be

supplied with a bike and

saddlebags.
Go to the store nearest you that
sells lady Wrangler or Mr. Wrangler
Sportswear, Look for the Young Arnbasi
sodors Collection and get your application form. Scholarship_i_rpi _Rlications
close May 5, 1967.
lady Wrangler Sportswear, 1407
Broadway, New York, NI’ 10018
Mr. Wrangler Menswear, 350 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N.Y 10001.
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TECHNICAL AND NONTECHNICAL
GRADUATES FOR ENGINEERING
AND ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
IN CALIFORNIA.
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Ameriitrr Yotilli Hostels
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ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE GRADUATES FOR
RESEARCH. DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF atom,.
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’Because of Yuzo Koga . . .

Five ’Class’ Basketballers
Enjoyable
Japan
Finds
Uchida
Close Out Spartan Careers
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily sporty. Editor
When t he basket i:all sea in came
to a close Saturday night in Los
Angeles, there were cries of, "wait
year." For five members
til
of the SJS varsity club, that cry
was not apparent.
With a losing record, the five
Spartans didn’t enjoy their most
productive record since coming to
SJS.
There were bright spots, however, as Steve Schlink led the team
In rebounds, scoring and finished
high in the other departments.
Each id the five players have
seen starting action on their SJS
tenures. John Keating was a starter his sophomore and junior seaSons,but fell to a series of injuries
that hampered him all season.
Bill Clegg and Clarence I Dee,
Denzer also found the injury jinx
pertinent in their final year and
were slowed considerably, although
both came on strong Iln Hoer
part of the season.
Soto
The final graduate of
itpeliti.t
tans this season is Ru,
one of the real surprio, Ii’ Ii iii
coach Dan Glint’s, otter 1,1:o111’
very little as a litre.,,
lilt
lartthe season a ,
didn’t give up the poso,oh !bocci,
the course id the leis 21: owl,
seas,
’SKINNY AS RAIL’
"Steve was as skinny as a rail
when he came. and it harks as it
he will be as skimo as a rail witch
he leaves." Glint,- .rc...klingly .:0,1
Schlink. the le..r’ai_ rebounder this season, tmnit
a I I
his own last season when hthe list six coins; 1Tc ii
,1
Ii,’
also the
In
’
inn
Iii’ti

I’lli

1,,

ii

I I

II

.N .1., 111:411
o.
continued,
"lie
pounds."
"He played on our strong f
man team and was the It i,
scorer. The starters included
mie Smith, Mani Gonzales arm
Keating.
"We put him on , a Fei,1

T.

ing program after his frosh year.
hut all he got was blisters on his
Meer ’s."
Steve was a member of the vat’sitv his sophormne year, but mainly viewed the game from the
bench.
Keating enjoyed three productive
Seasons at SJS before sufferine
through a trying year this seas,,,,
A regular much of his sot 41. q11..1..
year and all of last seasid, ’
suffers’"stontach ailment
this season, and later a F.,
ankle sidelined him for eF-FF
"It has really been a frus, F
’yisir for him ’

Schrmk--2nd Team

I
1
5,15’ stet ’s,hrink ours named
! to Hi, %%vat stand team Altstar squad
ritav.
sehliak.
ended his Spartan career saiarday night in Los
NaeFte.
Tnysta, finished
the sitiistai
sitorer
:old rehisaiticr Tir the isds doh.
The Iiinkx G-6 1,,mard sitored la
;mini, in a losing. ...111se
in tIre SIII4011
A ciannitds rittiew id tie
spartans’ filed :tonics %kill he is
taniorroo’s Daiio
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omore year, and was counted on
I as a starter this season before
a hone spur in his ankle sidelined
him.
"He has come along magnifieently since the operation and is
shooting 54 per cent of his field
F goal shots.
lie has always been a good
’.hooter, hut this season surpasses
to
tamer’ marks, Clegg played
.eshman year with S. T. Safdrank Tarrantts and Pete
-rat was confined to a
,
Clegg redshirted, another
, 0 ll’ek Carpenter is wishing
leen. "I would sure
to see him back next
said about his start-

,;J,nes

black belt, and native of NagaBy JOHN JACKSON
saki, had been friends with the
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
In the summer and early fah of Spartans NCAA champion Makato
Obyashi before the latter left Ja1963 a group of graduate and unpan to come to SJS. When the
dergraduate SJS juclokas, led by Spartan introduced his friend to
Spartan Coach Wish Uchida, made Uchida, it was an opportunity for
all concerned.
a goodwill trip to Japan.
Koga, who had always wanted
Not only was the trip highly enjoyable, but also profitable, giving to travel and see other parts of
the SJS performers a chance to the world, was more than happy
see how judo is executed in a to have Uchida help him come to
country where the sport is almost the United States.
a national past -time, at least on the
Koga, therefore, came back to
high school and college level.
San Jose with the team, and enBut the Spartans’ greatest gain rolled at SJS in the fall of 1964,
was the addition of a 139-pound following a year of study in adult
Meiji University (Tokyo) graduate classes at San Jose High School
to improve his English.
to their team.
Although an English and AmeriYugo Koga, a fourth degree

o ill not only lose a good
floor t,Failer, but the 11.5 average
he carries with him.
Rick transferred from Foothill
College, where he played mainly
in the forward position.
"flit’s just an average shooter."
t :lin,: continued, "hut a great
..,nn,.Iitais who winks for his shots.
%oaks harder in practice and
WO games than many athletes."

FlolIT WITH ROCS
is Iliad graduate is Denier.
hr, has also seen the doctor’s
c.or-- I put a damper on his last
I :tto ,11.cod’.
-When he came back from the
I i, t to Australia last summer, his
ieposFil at Sacred Ho,it
:,a, :eI was a start: had to be operated on. This
,ttence chumlinn in bed for several weeks,
.
,, ’’, hr wasn’t able to work at
:, Ic-t
miline 1,1,!,
Xtien the season started, he was
,
-!,11 r),1 in top condition."
Ii, 11/II
ncled Brigham Young
,.
ti .tI. ’r two years before
1,,
hot -darting to come
,,,
,
us at the end of
e
Gibes stated. "but
.
y really beset him "
he problems are just
it
,lartin.; in an attempt to replace
trademark the graduci, It will not be easy
to find the ’ class" performers that
I , held ,,,it will he missing frnm next year’s
1:. s
liceup.

years old, and in six months had
earned his black belt.
As outstanding as his progress
was, Koga tends to brush over its
significance saying, "I advanced
quickly because we practiced three
hours a day, six days a week. It
would take two or three years of
practice in this country to equal
one year of practice in Japan."
Advancing steadily, the wellliked Spartan moved up a degree
about every two years, until he
SETS SIGHTS
received his fourth degree rating,
In addition, Koga won his sec- one of the highest rankings for
ond straight AAU title in the 139- collegiate performers even in Japan, in 1962.
pound division.
Although ineligible for collegiate
PLANS RETURN
competition last year, the solidly
Following his graduation next
built 5-5 judoka was active in the
Spartans many AAU matches, and fall, the 26-year-old athlete plans
won his weight division in the AAU to return to Japan where nis
championships for the third con- mother, father, three brothers and
three sisters still live.
secutive year.
"I would like to open a resHis bid for the over-all AAU
championship was foiled by team- taurant there," he says, dismismate Paul Mauryama in the semi- sing both commercial art and
final round, and it is this thrice coaching careers.
"I’m just a beginner in art," he
missed title that Koga has his
explains.
sights on this year.
As for coaching, "I don’t like
"I want to be the lightest Perit," he says. "I don’t mind giving
son ever to win the AAU chamtips and suggestions, but I wouldn’t
pionship," he says, explaining that
want to make it a career."
no one from the 139-pound diStill the appeal of judo is strong,
vision has ever won the title.
and Koga will try to keep active,
To win the over-all championat least on a local level, after
ship in the April 7 tournament at
graduation.
Las Vegas, Koga must first win
Before donning cap and gown,
his weight division for the fourth
however, the determined judoka
time, but he doesn’t let this detail
has one last chance to grasp the
worry him. "I will win," he says
only major US. amateur title that
simply.
has escaped him, and don’t bet on
CHIPPED BONE
him missing that last chance.

can literature major in Japan,
Koga enrolled in commercial art
courses at SJS, and, of course,
signed up for varsity judo.
Because of NCAA rules. the
1964-65 season was Koga’s only
year of collegiate eligibility, and
he made the most of it, climaxing
a great season with a victory in
the NCAA finals, and the over-all
tournament individual championship.

The soft spoken and direct judoka has already won his division
in the Pacific Northwest and Pacific AAU tournaments this year,
and will not compete again until
the finals.
Although he has a chipped bone
In his spine that bothers him
"when the weather is cold," Koga
says it doesn’t effect his judo performance. "When I’m competing I
forget about every thing except
judo," he explains.
In Japan, where judo is as popular as baseball in the U.S., Koga
began competing when he was 15

RALPH GAMEZ
... distance star
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Clarks the Boot
IThat’s Become a
Living Legend!

Created In England, famous Clarks Deserts Boot
has made boots a wardrobe ’must’ for today’s upto-the-minute manl Rugged brushed leather on the
outside with flexible genuine crepe soles. Here are
boots built to take It, and look good, tool $14.95

Man-on-the-VW.. .with the world’s largest bank.
From London to Los Angeles, Bank of America’s
men-on-the-spot are on the moveproviding
banking services to every type of business and
industry. Today’s banker is well-paid and welltrained. He knows his business, and he knows
the business he serves.
As Bank of America expands, both at home
and abroad, there’s a continuing need for careerA Bank of America Recruitment officer

minded young men with ambition and executive
potential to help in the development of new markets and new banking services.
If you’re interested in getting ahead, there’s
a bright future for youat Bank of America.

BANK OF AMERICA
+NAL ,111 MI6 MO..
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bill be at your Placement office soon.

FLORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP
DOWNTOWN
71 S. 1st St.

Stevens Creek Plaza
3059 Stevens Creek Blvd.

open 9 a.m. daily
until 9 p.m. Mon. & Thurs,
other days until 5:30 p.m.

9:30 to 9:30 weekdays

VALIDATED PARKING

Gay 90’s Barber Shop

Intramurals
BASKETBALL
With the "A" League winner,
B.B. Inc. rated as heavy favorites,
the independent section of the Intramural Basketball League gets
underway today.
Compiling a 7-0 record during
the regular season play which concluded Friday, the B.B.’s expect
their greatest challenge to he from
the Bowery Boys and the Bending Moments, also members of the
"A" conference.
Other league champs are: "B,"
Lechers, 6-1; "C," Violets, 7-0;
"D," Vandals, 7-0; "E," Phi Mu
Chi, 6-1; "F," Sumrnerhill Five,
6-0; "G," Guts, FSP’s, Toad Hall,
5-1; "I," Red Horde, 6-1,
Sigma Nu knocked Alpha Tau
Omega out of a first place tie
Thursday evening with a 55-41
win. Sigma Nu and Theta Chi are
the co-leaders of the "H" (Fraternity) League with 6-0 marks.
The "H" League will not conclude its regular season play until
after Easter Vacation. The winner
of the "H" conference and the
independent tourney will play
April 4-6 in a two-out -of-three
match, with the All -College title
at stake.
Last Thursdays scores:
Delta Sigma Phi 60, Pi Kappa
Alpha 20; Sigma Phi Epsilon 40,
Kappa Sigma 36; Delta Upsilon
50, Sigma Phi 39; Theta Chi 53,
Sigma Alfa Epsilon 32; Red Horde
56, Delta Sigma Phi No. 2 20;
Blue Flame 27, Sigma Nu No, 2 23;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon No, 2 38, Sigma Phi Epsilon No, 2 35.
Wenises 62, Ball Hawks 50; Super Sophs 45, Zeros 30; Phi Mu
Chi 31, Alpha Phi Omega 28; Surnmerhill Five 39, Semper Fidelis 36;
Fat Angels 57, Blue Sparks 30;
F.S.P.’s 52, Sigma Phi Epsilon No,
3 31; Toad Hall 20, ISBM’s 27;
Army ROTC won by forfeit over
Charlie Brown’s All -Stars,

THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE
Life Insurance Companies vary in
their performance and results. Before you purchase, why not investigate our IBM ledger and industry comparison ...
Examine the insurance company
before it examines you.

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The

’Slue Chip’ Company
low in net cost, too

that’s

9:30 to 5:30 Sat,

"MMINWWWW~MAWAki

Robert T. Heckley C.L.U.
1671 The Alameda
Suite 311
294-5660

San Jose
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Swimmers Run Away With Regionals;
Aim Now for NCAA Crown Thursday
Torn O’Neill expressed, "After
! this great performance by the enI tire team I believe v..e have as goisi
a chance as anyone else to win.
but the competition will be rugged and we’ll have to turn in our
best times of the year."
"All of the boys turned in their
best performances of the year in
the regionals. Many of them had
their best career times. The squad
us a whole was even st tenger than
last year’s regional winner, but we
will need it to win this year’s finals," the Spartan mentor added.
’GOOD CHANCE IN FINALS’
There were many individual heIn discussing the college finals roes in the win, but Steve Hoberg
being held in the City of Com- and Ted Mathewson stood out with
merce in Los Angeles Thursday double Victories.
thtough Saturday, Spartan Coach
1108ER6 DOIBLE
By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Rom ning is, tile top form that
netted them a second place in the
NCAA college finals last year, SJS
mermen stroked to a stunning victory Saturday afternoon in the
NCAA Western Regionals at San
Francisco State.
Capturing their second straight
regional win, the Spartans totaled
an awesome 569 points as compared to runner-up University of
Pacific’s 268.

SWING IT TONYDisplaying the near -perfect
form that has placed him among the top allaround gymnastic performers in the Far West,
Spartan Tony Coppola prepares to conclude a
side horse routine during a recent meet. The 5-2

muscleman will compete in the NCAA College
Regionals March 18, the NCAA University
Regionals March 25, and the NCAA Championship the following week if he qualifies in the
regionals.

Gymnast Not Ballerina

Tony One of the Best
By DENNIS ANSTINE
Ipoints scored in a single meet,
Spartan Daily Spurts Writer
52.30.
His facial expression remains I Only a junior, Tony has already
cool, placid, void of any strain, but established himself as one of the
one knows there is a struggle best all-around performers in Norgoing on in that small, muscular thern California. During the past
body as it methodically whips month he has begun to show great
around the horizontal bar.
promise with performances that
Suddenly, with stunning abrupt- will earn him national recognition
explodes
ness, the blurred form
in his sport.
from the bar, only to land upon
He has improved astronomically
the grounded mat with the light- In the all-around event and it apness of a floating feather.
pears that there isn’t’ a record
This is a &seriatim or a gym- Iwyond his reach.
nast, not a ballerina, but the arTony enters six events in each
tistic manner in which SJS’ Tony meet, and from these matches the
Coppola performs his specialty all-around score is tabulated. The
makes it difficult to distinguish the highest possible total is 60 points
art of ballet from the sport of as each event is worth 10 counters.
gymnastics.
COACH HAPPY
SCHOOL RECORD
The person who is most ecstatic
Tony, a 3-2 music major from about Tony’s progress is Spartan
Hillsdale High School in San Ma- coach, Clair Jcnnett. "He has been
teo, is SJS’ top gymnast, and just amazing. He set the goal of
holds the school record for most 52 points for the all-around at the
start of the current season, and
with dedication, self-discipline, and
ability has finally achieved it."
Tony had a best of 49 points
for the all-around in his sophomore
year, so his improvement has been
pleasing. "I wouldn’t be surprised
If he scores in the vicinity of 54
or 55 next year. If he does he
Sparked by Bill Gerdts’ five will have a good chance of becomgold medals, SJS freshmen swim- ing NCAA champ," Jennett added.
mers won three dual meets last
Gymnastics is not the type of
week. Coach Tom Gallagher’s club sport that a person can learn in
downed San Jose City 58-46, and a short period of time. Tony has
Monterey Peninsula College 65-39 been competing since he was a
Saturday, March 4 at Monterey.
freshman in high school.
Washington High of San Fran"Gymnastics is strictly a sport
73-22
Spartans
the
cisco fell before
of experience as contrasted to
Pool,
Spartan
in
last Wednesday
swimming. The longer a person
The Spartan mermen will close participates the better he will get,"
match
dual
a
with
campaign
the
Tony explained.
at Santa Clara High School this
Tony had an early aptitude for
Saturday.
the sport though, as he proved
Gerdts grabbed double wins when he captured the all-around
against Washington and Monterey. title in the West Bay League and
His victories came in the 200 in- placed fifth in the Northern Calidividual medley and 200 breast fornia tourney as a sophomore.
SLIDES TO 2ND
stroke. His best times came at
The following year he slid to
Montetey with 2:12.0 in the medley, and 2:27.3 in the breast stroke. second in the WBL, but jumped
Other Spartan leaders were ’rim to fourth in the Nor-Cal. As a
Halley and Mike Menaces. Halley senior, he regained the WBI.
captured firsts in the butterfly crown and was third in Nor-Cal.
Coming to SJS, the Brooklynevent in all three matches. He
recorded a 2:08.2 in the 200 yard born athlete began to blossom as
a frosh under the tutelege of Jenbutterfly at Monterey.
Monsees won the 200 free in nett. The combination of Tony’s
both meets at Monterey with a ability and dedication, and the
clocking of 1:57.9. Bill Lucitt was coach’s knowledge of the sport
also a three-event winner for SJS. gradually made Coppola a top perHe earned firsts in the 50 free former in all six events included
against San Jose with a clocking In the all-around, instead of just
of 24.1, against Monterey in the the two or three in which he has
100 free with 53.1, and Wednes- been previously proficient.
"Coach Jennett has a philosophy
day with a 53.0 time in the 100
the self-motivation
based on
free.
The Spartans’ two relays won theory, and it gets the most out
all six of the events in the three of an individual. He has taught
matches. The 400 medley relay was me how to keep calm while perclocked in 3:57.5, and the 400 forming plus helping to instill a
free relay finished at 3:35.0 in the winning attitude in me. With the
exception of my father, I don’t
Monterey meet.
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believe there is anyone that I
respect more," the articulate athlete declared.
Tony believes that gymnastics
has aided him immensely as a person." It has taught me self-discipline, instilled me with good habits,
and has kept both my mind and
body healthy. It is an individual
sport, as a person is all by himself while performing.
ONLY YOURSELF
"When you are up on the bar
or the rings, you depend on nothing but your own skill and knowledge. There is no one there to
help you if you get careless, so
you learn to depend on your own
skill," Tony continued.
Tony enjoys gymnastics because,
"It is not only a sport but also
an art. It is an art because it
takes self-analysis and complete
body control to master it. I have
always leaned toward something
that is artistic, so gymnastics is
a natural."
The profession that Tony hopes
to pursue hears out his belief that
he is artistically inclined. At SJS
his music curricultim includes playing the drums and other percussion instruments, plus an emphasis
on composing and arranging.
He wishes to continue studying
at either the University of Iowa
or The Julliard School of Music
in New York City after graduating
from SJS.
Tony plans to make his living
playing the drums for jazz groups,
plus writing and arranging music
In his spare time. "My real goal
is to be able to devote all of my
time to composing music, but that
is just a dream at the present
time."
Don’t be startled if you hear of
Tony Coppola breaking some type
of record in the music world in
the near future. When Tony sets
a goal, he reaches it.
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runner-up to teammate
FREESTYLE VICTOR After finishing
Steve Williams most of the year in the 200 freestyle race, Spartan Jack Likins turned the usual order of finish around in last
week’s regional meet when he won his specialty in 1:51.1, a margin of .10 over Williams. He also swam legs of the winning 400
and 800 freestyle relays.

GOODYEAR NYLON TIRES
AT LOW,LOW PRICES!
7.75 x 15 tube-type
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CALL

297-8000

blackwall plus
81.58 federal
excise tax and
old tire
BRAND-NEW GOODYEAR
ALL.WEATHER THE ONLY
LOW-PRICED TIRE WITH
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3-T NYLON CORD

*Gives you extra traction, rain
or shine?
*Fits compacts, medium-size
and big cars!
*Greatest value in low-priced
tires anywhere!
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high-speed roads!

You won’t fully appreciate
how well it’s made
unless it breaks down.

PICK YOUR SIZE AT THESE LOW PRICES!
BLACKWALLS OR WHITEWALLS!.

Lucky for you, the Volkswagen was designed
by a bunch of dedicated pessimists. They spent a
fantastic amount of time making it easy to fix.
For most engine adjustments, the mechanic
simply lifts the rear hood and starts adjusting. All
the vital ports are out in the open where he can
get at them. So a carburetor overhaul, for instance, takes half as long land costs half as much/
on a VW as it does on a domestic car.
If the engine ever needs major surgery, the
mechanic just loosens 4 bolts and a few connections, and pulls the whole works out where they
can be worked on.
Even with complications, the entire operation
has never taken more than 45 minutes. lit takes
at least 2 or 3 times as long on most cars.)
A new front fender for a VW only costs 121.75.*
Plus the cost of labor: 10 bolts off. 10 bolts on.
Painting. Period.
So, if your VW ever breaks down, the reason
you won’t wait very long or pay very much to
have it fixed is that it’s so well made.
But chances are, it won’t break down at all.
For the very some reason.
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First singles player Greg Shephard and captain Mike Price combined to capture the top two
matches Thursday and lead the
Spartans to a 9-0 conquest of the
University of Pacific at Stockton.
SJS brought its season above
the .500 mark for the first time
this season with its whitewashing
over the Tigers. The Sparts now
stand 3-2.
UOP comes to the Spartan courts
Friday in hopes of saving face.
The match begins at 3 p.m.
Thursday Shephard swept to his
fourth victory in five dual matches
without losing a game, 6-0, 6-0.
RELAY WINNER
Price moved up to the No. 2 position for the first time this season,
The 800 free relay team, consistand captured a 6-1, 6-0 triumph. ing of Williams, Hoberg, Likins
Mare Parson, Yosh DeGtichi, and Coffman, turned in an impresRon Klyce and Jeff Hecker con- sive time of 7:29.2.
tinued the Spartans’ undefeated
Larry Lefner earned thirds in
string in the singles. Hecker, a the 100 and 200 butterfly events;
promising junior, won his first Bruce Prefontaine gained a secsingles match of the year.
and in the 200 breast stroke, and
In doubles play, Shephard-Klyce, I Mike Conway took second in the
Parsons-DeGuchi and Hecker-Price 1100 free to close Out the majority
Of the Spartans’ scoring.
all coasted to wins.

$1,498 From
For Free Folders
and Information

0

Tennis Squad
Thumps UOP

Hoberg, winner of three events
last year, finished first in the 200
butterfly with a quick 2:04.4, and
the 400 individual medley in 4:36.7.
He also swam legs of two of the
three relays that SJS won.
Mathewson topped the field in
both the 100 and 200 backstroke
events with times of 57.1 and
2:07.2, respectively. He also picked
up a gold medal by swimming a
leg of the 400 medley relay,
Jack Liking had one of his best
meets as a Spartan, winning the
200 free in 1:51.1 and contributing
to victories for both the 400 and
800 free relays.
Other Spartan winners and their
times were: Steve Williams, 100
free in 49.1, and second in the 200
free; Ron Coffman, an excellent
18:01.6 for the 1650 free; and Kevin Currlin, 1.03.4 to win the 100
breast stroke for the second
straight year.
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’Think Links’ Test I.Q.
In New Daily Game

Petitions Available
For AWS Offices;
7 Positions Open

"Think Links" is it great link
to an (’ducation.
The new word -search contest,
sponsored by the Spartan Daily
advertising staff, serves a dual
purpose. According to Gerson
Miller. assistant professor ef
advertising and ad staff adviser.
the contest does generate new
revenue, but it also is insu uctional.
"It gives the ad students the
opportunity to think creatively
and to explore the field of promotion," said Professor Miller.
Terry Tuell, senior ad% ertising
major, is the promotion manager.
"Think Links" is his creation.
Where did the idea come from?
"Well. I stole it," admits Tuell.
although he hastens to add that
it was only the basic idea. He
iesearched his campaign by consulting a Mercury-News contest,
"Jumble," crossword puzzle magazines and previous Spartan
Daily contests such as "History
Mystery" and "Grid Picks."
Deciding to have a contest is
one thing, but creating one is
something else, declares Tuell.
A promotional contest’s main
purpose to to "get students to
read the ads and to see the selling points of the advertisers."
The problem is to get a contest
which will appeal to the students and the advertisers. Ii
must be something the students
will enjoy, one which will

Petitions for the election of ofticers for the Associated Women
Students lAWS1 are now available in the Ailivities Office
ADM174, and must he returned
there by Friday, March 17.
Elected otitis s include president. first vice president, second
p -es ideti t. secretary, treasum end two members of the
Judicial Board.
Coeds filing for any of the positions must have an overall
GRA of 2.25, and at least a 2.0
for last semester.
Only women with a junior or
senior standing may file for
president, first vice president,
or the two positions on the Judicial Board. The first vice president must have been or presently be a member of the judicial
board, or must be a standard
board member of her living center.
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TERRY TUELL, advertising promotion manager, shows his creation,
"Think Links" to Carol Dyson, production manager.
diaw a large number of entries
and have some degree of difficulty.
The idea for a contest is developed, A campaign to educate
the students on how the contest
will operate is next. Finally, the
contest appears for a 10-week
period. But the work does not
end there.

"We mu.st always be on the
lookout for cheating," states
Tuell. "There is always the student who will try to outwit the
contest, but this usually happens
when there is a big prize involved. Our prize is fairly small,
but students, resourceful as they
are, will find a way to beat the
contest."

ICSC Announces
International Week;
Seeks Participants
Organizations interested in participating in the International
Food Bazaar, Internat lanai
Queen Contst and performing
at the International Ball are
asked to contact the Inter-Cultural Steering Committee
(ICSC) chairmen
The activities are part of International Week, April 22 28,
which is sponsored by ICSC.
The International Food Bazaar will be held Friday, April
28 on Seventh Street. Native
dishes, cooked and served by
international students, will be
for sale. Organizations may contact Miss Suzane Fine or Miss
Maria Ganotes at 294-2922 for
information.
Organizations interested in
sponsoring a coed for the International Queen Contest should
contact Miss Diana Wallace at
271 S. 13th St. The International
Queen is crowned during the International Ball, Friday, April 28.
Groups interested in performing at the International Ball are
asked to contact Kambiz Gootan
at 294-4624. International entertainment and native costumes
are an important part of the International Ball, according to
Miss Margaret Carter, ICSC
chairman.

Student Combines Drag Racing, College
By BON JAMES
Wire Editor
"I’m a drag racer," says Phil
Blocks, 26, "because in that
sport there’s no second place.
If your car isn’t the fastest,
you have junk."
Brooks, business major at
SJS and former Navy man, won
the World’s Points Championship
in E-Gas at Half Moon Bay in
1964 after capturng a host of
lesser championships.
Just two years later, in a new
car, he won the Northern National Drag Racing Championships, again at Half Moon Bay,
His two cars together have
picked up a total of 35 trophies.
Prior to his racing activities,
Brooks was in the Navy with
andenvater demolition teams in

PHIL BROOKS
... drag racer
the Pacific He was the first
man to chart the coast of Siam
underwater, for which he received a Presidential Award.
Phil got off active duty in

Charlie Brown and the gang
are going to the
Spartan Bookstore...

1960 and immediately became
interested in drag racing and
attending college. His interests
led to the famous Kiekehatifer
300 engine, which in 1955 had
powered the three fastest stock
cars in the world at Daytona
Beach.
Brooks bought it for $1,000
and fixed it up to take him drag
racing in TOMS. Unsatisfied, he
came back to California, got a
job as a Porsche mechanic, and
started college again. After winning an Industrial Management
Certificate in School, he started
racing again in 1964.
Brooks then formed a partnership with Paul Regnier of Redwood City, and the two won the
World’s Championship in the 283
cubic inch class.
In 1965 he heard that Ed Winfield, "the father of hot-rodding,"
wanted a blank check to build a
new engine, the last of his career.
He offered Winfield the money.
"It took him a year to make the
engine, a Ford Flathead, 305
cubic inch."
Brooks took the $2,200 engine, most of which was chiseled
out of aluminum, and installed
it in a 1949 Ford. The car
weighed 3,300 pounds, but despite its great weight Phil won
the Northern Nationals with it,
the first time he took it out.
He recently bought a ’32 Ford
Roadster and installed the Winfield engine in it and hopes,
next August, to break the world
speed record at Bonneville for
gas powered engines (160 mph).
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MISS ROSEMARY BARKHUIRS7 helps two of the children attending Children’s House pour their milk for their noontime meal.

Children’s House
Preschool Enrichment
By SUE HARRINGTON

Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"I guess I should explain things
to my child, instead of whopping
him," stated one parent to Miss
Rosemary Barkhurst, afternoon
teacher at Children’s House.
Children’s House, located on
Ninth Street opposite the Health
Building, is a unique arrangement between San Jose Unified
School District and SJS, according to Dr. Gene R. Medinnus.
professor of psychology and originator of Children’s House.
San Jose Unified was funded
$80,000 by the state for the development of pre-school centers
In this area. Thus, the project is
a state not it federal concern
such as Headstart, a similar program which also emphasizes preschool enrichment.
There are six classes of 15
children each. Children’s House
operates two of the classes.
HELPS DISADVANTAGED
Medinnus believes there are
three basic reasons for the program.
First, there were no on campus facilities for the observation
of children by students in the
Psychology Department. There
was also a need for full-time
day-care for many of the children in Area 4 of the Santa
Clara County War on Poverty.
Medinnus further believed that
there was a great surge of interest in the welfare and training of the pre-school child.
SJS students majoring in
child psychology attend all of the
centers to observe the children
and their development.
Medinnus explained that preschools were originally for the
middle-class child, providing him
a place to learn to get along
with other children. Today,
however, there is a great need
for pre-schools which "will give

Phrateres To Hold
Flower Sale Today
Phrateres International, SJS
women’s service organization,
will hold a flower sale today, tomorrow and Wednesday, 10 am.
to 1:30 p.m. on Seventh Street.
The large tissue-paper flow.
em are 35 cents each and were
made by members of Phrateres.
The money received will be put
into the club’s general treasury for use in service projects.
One of the Phrateres’ spring
projects is to sponsor a field day
for blind children in Santa Clara
County,

an intensive amount of stimulalation (conceptual, perceptual
and intellectual in nature), so
that the disadvantaged child
may enter grade school with
some of the same language skills
as the middle class child," stated
Medinnus.
TALKING IMPORTANT
There are no formal teaching
methods in the school since the
children’s attention span is so
limited, according to Ruth Hultgren, teacher supervisor of the
San Jose Unified Pre-school Education Project.
Some of the methods employed
by Miss Barkhurst include singing with the children, reading
stories to them, and most important simply talking with the
children.
Each mother is urged to spend
one half-day a week at the center. There are also weekly sessions between the parents and
the teacher. At this time there
are discussions of child development, language skills, and discipline. There are also workshops during which the parents
are shown how to carry over the
program into their homes.
PARENTS MUST HELP
As Miss Barkhurst reiterated,
"We can’t do anything in
hours. The parents have to carry
the concepts we present into
the home." This is accomplished
in a variety of ways. At the last
workshop the parents were
shown how to make very simple
toys, which aren’t really toys at
all. The toys are used in teaching concepts to the children,
such as the difference between
big and little, and short and tall.
Two sisters enrolled at Children’s House are a prime example of the advantages of the
program. When they first came
to the school, they acted out
everything they wanted to say to
Miss 13arkhurst. This was due to
their home environment. Their
mother can neither hear nor
speak, so the girls grew up believing that they had to act
everything out to women.
Miss Barkhurst drew the girls
out by telling them to think of
her as "just a big girl," and not
necessarily a teacher. The girls
now "bubble over with enthusiasm about everything they are
confronted with," according to
Miss Barkhurst.
The college plays a major role
in the operation of Children’s
House, The Psychology, Home
Economics, Education and
Speech Correction Departments
all work in conjunction with
Children’s House,

.
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The Oxford Delete, held Thu rs day in the Women’s Gym, maY
have left a great many problems
concerning tuition unsolved, but
there was no question that the
great majority of the audience
opposed the imposition of tuition
In the state college system.
At the beginning of the debate,
48 people were negative and 24
were affirmative on the topic:
"Resolved: that tuition should be
Imposed on California State Colleges." When it was over, 60 people were against and 13 people
were for tuition.
DEFENDS TUITION
The affirmative side, upheld by
Marty Miller, senior speech major, and Ken Smith, junior speech
major, argued that tuition would
be paid on an installment plan,
Interest free, after graduation,
within a maximum period of 20
years.
Miller said the college graduate
earns $250,000 more than a noncollege graduate in his lifetime.
"The graduate owes his advantages to his education," she asserted. "Why shouldn’t he pay a
part of his earnings to the institution that helped him?"
Upholding the negative side
were Gm-ti Smith and Earl Hansen, junior speech majors. Miss
Smith argued that higher education is a social, not a personal
Investment, and as such should be
supported by the entire population and not just students.
AGREES TO CRISIS
She said tuition would burden
the already burdened college students, increase economic segregation of the state college system,
and set back the social, political
and economic advantages of the
state.
Both sides agreed there is a
financial crisis in the state that
must be met soon. Smith asserted
that the projected $3 million the
colleges would gather from tuition for their own use would
"keep an awful lot of students
(3,000) in college. If looked at
Intelligently and creatively, tuition can solve the educational
crisis in California."

COLIN WILSON. the British author of "The Outsiders," will
speak in Morris Daily Auditorium on Wednesday at 10:30 p.m.
A critic has described Colin as "the only worthy successor to
Orwell, D. H. Lawrence and Aldous Huxley that England has
produced.’’

Colin Wilson To Speak
Colin Wilson. one of Britain’s
most colorful literary figures, will
speak on "Beyond the Outsider"
in Morris Dailey Auditorium
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. His talk

RADIO

is sponsored by the College Union
Program Board.
An innovator, iconoclast, philosopher, critic and novelist. Wilson has sometimes been called
"The elder statesman of the angry young men" and "the British Dostoyevsky."
The author created quite a stir
in the literary world when, in
his twenties, he published his first
book, "The Outsider," a shattering criticism of modern civilizathm that became a major critical
success.

KRJS-FM, 91.7 me, today
5:00 p.m.-Sign-On and Law in
the News
5:05-Study Music
5:40-Lockheed Digest
5:45--KSJS Sports Roundup
5:55--Newsline
6:00-Dinner Jazz
6:55-Spartan Spectrum
7:00-Rural America
7:15 -So You Want To Go To
College
7:30--Study Music
7:55-Sportsline
8:00--Special of the Week
8:55-Spartan Focus
9:00-Sign-off

His recent, "Beyond the Outsider; The Philosophy of the Future" carries his own personal
philosophy even further and may
well create something of a revolution in the twentieth century
thought.
In addition to the "Outsider"
books, he has also published five
novels.
With his books now translated into 15 languages, Wilson
is the only writer of the younger
generation in Britain who has had
a full-length biography written
about him: "The World of Colin
Wilson," by Sidney Campion.

On the Air
TELEVISION
KNTV-Ch. 11, today
8125 a.m. Campus Report
SJS News and Spurts
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The SJS A Cappello Choir, diosied by professor of music William Erlendson, will present a
program of religious and secular music Tuesday and Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Admission is free.
The Choraliers, a group of 13
performers

selected

from

the

choir, will sing secular songs, including four 16th Century madrigals.
The group will also perform
"The Dark Hills" by Dr. Wilson
Coker, SJS associate professor of
music, and "Yerakina," a group
of Greek folk songs arranged by
SJS Assistant Professor of Music Tikey Zen.
The major presentation of the
evening, for full choir, will be
"Requiem" by Pizzetti, an Italian
composer born in 1880. He is essentially an opera composer, but

has written chamber works,
songs and choral works.
"Dainty, fine sweet Nymph," by
Morley, "There is a garden in
her face," by Virgil Thomson and
the two works by Zes and Dr.
Coker are for piano accompaniment.
Other works to be performed
are: "Regina Coell," by Aichinger; "Adoramus Te Christe,"
by Corsi; "Jubilate Deo," by Lassa% and "Assumpta eat Maria."
by Palestlina.
This year’s choir membership
of 75 is the maximum allowed,
since "any larger group will have
less musical precision," says Erlendson.

Jet Round Trip
Chartered Flight

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
INTEGRAL YOGA AND MEDITATION
from Master Eyangelos. Call 867-3728
12 to 10:30 p.m. daily.
$401 JET to Amsterdam June 25Sept. 5
including 4-week study course at Alliance Francaise, Paris, Dr. Milton French,
(213) 274-0729 or write 9875 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Or Jet package
only, New York -London $253 June 16 Sept. 6.
SPECIAL NOTICE: To the slob that
stole my wool overcoat February 15 at
Co Rec: The matching hood is for sale.
Call 298-1012, Doug.
WATCH FOR RID ARROWS

Responsibilities:

June 13.
Sept 5

From San Jose
to London:
via 707 Jet

June 27Aug. 7

From Oakland
to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

Jen* 17Aug. 21

(for state colleg students, faculty and their immediate families)
Call ter Write
Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.
Air and Land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First Street
217.11000
Not state college sponnensd
or controlled

with bold new colors featuring Da01011?
Get the best of two worlds. The authentic comfort of Post-Grad styling. The
uninhibited look of new hues. 65% Daororifoolyester, 35% Avrirtayon. $8
at uninhibited stores.

Pross-Froo Post-Grad Slacks b his

10%

discount

for

compact a

707% discount for two cars.
PAUL SCOLA
State Farm Insurance Agent
Res: 266-5908
Office: 378-4123
it* ************ **********

Handling of all financial and
accounting details, corrc spondence, prodaction, shipping and delivery.

Roy Roger’s
Beauty Shop

Specialized knowledge or experience of business method; i; not
as important as industry and intelligence.

508 S. 10th
Call 292-3648

"Sparta Graphics’’ Dave Schiller 297-9253
Also interviews through the placement office, Mrs. Heller

CREW MANAGERS. Part time. Hope WANTED: TWO GIRLS to live in furChest Plan. Salary & commission. Apply: nished rooms. $36 per month. 596 S. 10th
1060 Willow, Room 3. 286-3193,
or call 293-9877
HASHER NEEDED for lunch at Delta MARRIED COUPLE. De luxe 2 bedroom.
Sigma Phi fraternity. Work 12-1:30 daily, Rug, elect. kitchen, drapes, pool, patio,
get 2 meals. 297-9957,
water & garbage paid. Unfurn. 4,31 S.
11 th.
HOUSING
LARGE, I or 2 bedroom apartments,
with swimming pool. Short 2 blocks from
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed-April I campus. $76 5. 5th, 293.1445.
-share large, 2 bedroom apt, with grad.
BEDROOM furnished apartment.
student: quiet, homey, with pool. Call I
Tradewinds, 633 S. 8th. $115 month. Free
297-0439, a.m. or after 8 p.m.
parking 3 blocks from campus. See manWANTED: MALE roommate to share ager or phone 286-4260.
apartment with 3 others at the Royal
Lanai. $40 per month. Luxury living. 258- ROOMMATE WANTED. I male to share
plush apartment on 11th St. with 3
7730.
others. $45 a month. Call 2924561.
STUDIO APARTMENT. $55 a month. WOMEN’S APPROVED housing: ColoUtilities paid. 1 block from campus. 171 nial Hall contract for sale. Call 293-9908.
E. San Salvador. Call 287-1657.
Ask for Reta Davis or Mrs. Peterson,

’59 FORD FAIRLANE. Radio, heater, automatic transmission. $200. Call 293.4076
after 4 p.m.
’62 FgRD Galaxit convertible. V-8, aut
me4ic. Excellent condition.. 18502 Call
286-9761 after 4 p.m.
’61 AUSTIN HEALEY, Red. Wire wheels,
new tires. White top. Overdrive. Very
good condition. $1175. 286-2852.
’59 TRIUMPH. Very good condition. Red.
Tonneau. Radio, heater. $650 or offer.
295-3246.
’56 OLDS. 4-door. Full power. Good condition. $180 or best offer. Call 736-8318.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

GIRLS WANTED. 18-26. Models for pinup photos, some nude. Local commercial studio. Hourly pay. Box 5967, S.J. or
356-2929.
MARRIED STUDENTS-Work and study
time conflict? Have your own wholesale
business. Work hours you went. Call 259400 anytime.
PROF’S WIFE needs mature and wipe.
rienced girl with transportation for light
housework in pleasant environment. $1.25
per hour. 252-3801.
MALE EE MAJOR, upper division. Yearround, part-time employment. Schedule
flexible but 18 hours minimum week desired between 8 and 430 Mon. -Fri. Extre hours available on college vacations.
Phone 243-3600. Underwriters’ Laboratories. lee.
VIDEO SALES REPRESENTATIVE for
fast-growing distributor of closed-circuit
television systems, ircluding cameras, re’
corder., monitors, antennas, etc., dc
signed for applications in education,
medicine, industry and sports. Knowledge
of video and sales esperience required.
Commission. Cell MUNRO MERRICK at
Audio Video Forum, 961-1914.

VERY NICE 1 i I
mature & rxer ., a
month. 46() S. lUth

trni.iit
r
$160 a
_,

.

TRANSFER STUDENT v.’,
a temale
roommate. Over 21. Can 343.8941.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
2bedroom, modern apt. with 2 ethers
$45 month. 1 block to schcol. 286.3417
MEN-CLEAN, QUIET single norm with
kitchen, living room, TV, ad ro con
tract. $35 per month. 532 S. 9th, See
Rick or 264-3994 after 6 p.m.
I MALE ROOMMATE to share ,
meet at 475 S. 4th, #5. CompletTV, stereo & tapes. Call 298-4093 ,,itor 4
LOST AND FOUND OA
$26 REWARD for return cf black attache
case & conterts, rnissino since 3..1 from
JC-207. 515 for contents only. Jack. 2938429 or SJS Ext. #2081.
LOST: SMALL gold bracelet of linked
roses. Sentimental value. Reward. 2939851. Ask for Grace.
PERSONALS (71
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold ano
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273.
SERVICES 181
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., es
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.

TR-3. REBUILT engine. Excellent condition. $675. Must see! Call Rich at 2950895. 968-1884.
’64 CUSTOMIZED Volkswagen. Must sell
NOW. Will accept trade, or motorcycle.
$1250 plus stereo tape player. Mike, 2944871 after 5 p.m.
THE WHITE CLOUD. ’58 Chevy 2 -door,
6-cylinder stick. Needs babying and a
back seat. $150. 295-5763 after 5 p.m.
’63 ALPINE. White. Radio & heater.
Black top. Good condition. Must sell.
$1475. Call 286-9996 after 4 p.m.
SET OF 4 Porsche 51/2" chrome rims.
Firestone tubes, Dunlops. Everything $90.
742 S. I I th.

HELP WANTED 14)
From Los Angeles
to London:
vle 707 Jet

for driver’s train4ESTER
Si60:7.
n1discount

Spartan Daily Classifieds

AMPfX $61 tape recorder. Excellent condition. Paid $300 I year ago. will sell for
$200. Phone 287,0507 or visit 620 S. 9th
St., apt. 28.
USED CLOTHING. Excellent condition.
Size 5 and up. Qualify House, 1893 W
San Carlos: call 292-2079.
OAM ERA: Leica 35 mm IIIF plus equipment and accessories. Call 28643878 anytime.
-GUITAR, 6 string. $20. 583 5. 11th St.,
apt. 13. 294-9170.
DORIC COMBO organ with amplifier.
Like new. Sacrifice: $375 complete. Call
Rich evenings, 258-2665.
SKIS-HART giant slalom. 205 cm. 3
months old. Nevada toe, Look heel plate.
Offer. Dave, 294-5800.

Inc. tax

STUDENTS SAVE
UP TO S5‘.
ON CAR INSURANCE
250/. discount for students with
3.0 average during the FALL *

Salary: $400 month,

HAIR SHAPING

fotoMog

*VIIa

SMART

Must have car and EDP ,:be to
work weekday afternoons and
all day Saturday.
Ability to type helpful.

RAZOR CUTTING
and

Oa*

Part-time job opportunity: "Operations Manager

Requirements:

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

tdr************** ***** **:

Responsible person who can manage small, newly established and
growing publications firm.
Excellent opportunity to acquire well-rounded bu;nr ss experience.

21 8. MARRIED. Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600,
EXQUISITE, REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, etc. Done
at home of Miss Carey, 293-4/00.
TYPING - FAST, ACCURATE & experienced. Term papers. etc. Contact Kay
Stewart. 231 E. San Fernando, apt. 7.
Daily 6-11 p.m.
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
327.7935.
St peFRENCH PHONETICS

FOP SALE 131

JET

From

Drawings and sculpture In tap
SJS art students will be shown
through March 31 at the San
Fernando Street Gallery, 62-64
East San Fernando St. All students are invited to view the
works.
Twenty contemporary works
by advanced students of Robert
Collins, professor of art, will fill
the upstairs gallery of the SJS
student -run gallery, and the main
gallery will exhibit drawings done
by select students of Robert
Feeinuirk, assistant professor of
art and gallery coordinator.
Works of former SJS taudents
who have already received some
stature in the community as exhibiting artists are included,
such as Douglas Vogel, who
teaches at the University of Colorado; Howard Ikemoto, who
teaches at Cabrillo College: and
Ben Lagasca, winner of the top
student prize at the Sacramento
State Fair last August.

AUTOMOTIVE in

PRESENTS ALTERNATIVES
But Hansen favored other remedies, such as the use of luxury
and liquor taxes, proceeds from
legalized gambling or lotteries,
or even a gradual tuition based on
Income to "make tuition progressive instead of regressive."
During the open floor debate,
one participant suggested, in an
admirable spirit of compromise,
that perhaps the issue should not
be debated on an "either-or"
basis, and that both tuition and
tax structure could be combined,
thus modifying both measures, to
solve the state financial crisis.

1,167

Top Art Students
Exhibit Drawings A Cappello To Perform

Anti -Tuition
Proponents
Win Debate

MOCia

de

speak ba

VACATION
TRAVELERS
R
ETS
AElI

ekZE YOU T1-1’ FELLA VVHO PIA 9CW ClifibiII ViCf2K 800K5, A
TEST; AN’ ASCE l-l-ANEOLJ5 elth OF PS EQUIPMENT FOR 5ALE ?/

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.

Minimum
Three lines
One time

One time

3 lines

1.50

2.25

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

3.00

3.75

4.00

.50

SO

.110

I
Three times. Five times

PRIVATE AIRPLANE .
, ., New :: .
Easter holidays &
snare expei-e .
John, 297.1467 cr 2 - /217.
1
RIDE NEEDED to Seattle over EasTer.
Will share expenses. Call Brian at 9680269 or 967-2161 during day.
NEED RIDE March 17 or 18 to vi(inify
of Tucson or Phoenix, Arizona. Call
Penny Larke 193 9871.

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206

Print your ad hers:
(Count approximately 33 letters and Spears
lee Each tins)
Do Not Abbreviate
Na refunds possible es canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

(i)

1:1 Announcements
Automotive (2)
ID For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
Erl Housing (5)
Ej Lost and Found (6)
ID Personals (7)
D Services (8)
D Transportation (9)

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m.-3:45 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m.-3:45 p.m.

Send
Name

(Nemo Print)

For

days.

1111

Mona

Address

Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Mate

check

Spode. Deily Classifieds.

Enclosed Is I
Start ed ea

In handy order blank. Enclose

cash ar shack.

Mos n44114, Ed. 2461
foe.)

out

to

RSPARTAN DAILY

Monday, March 13, 1967

Spartaguide
TODAY
Ittee, 8:30 a m.,
Spartacamp C
Seventh Street and SJS Bookstore. Ticket sales for Sparta camp will be held all week.
Teacher’s
California
Student
Assn., 12 noon, ED325. Information on tutoring on elementary
or junior high school level available.
64,161 Ch.40 Club, 7:30 p.m., ED413.
Regular meeting.
Humanists on Campus, 7:30 p.m.,
CI-1149. Resolution on Vietnam war
will be voted on.

Spartiwamp C o sn mit te e, 8:30
a.m.-4 p.m.. Seventh Street and
SJS Bookstore. Tickets for Spartacamp will be on sale all week.
Wesley Found I tion, 12:30-1:20
p.m., St. Paul’s Church, Tenth and
San Salvador. Lunch and speaker.
Student Mobilization Committee,
7:30 p.m., 191’, N. 9th St. Sign painters and flag makers are
needed.
&super }Veils Society, 6:30 p.m.,
11E2. All students enrolled or in-

pacific Telephone and Telegraph ness administration, liberal arts,
up daily In the Placement Company. Electrical engineering. and applied arts and sciences maCenter, ADYI234 for the following mechanical engineering, industrial jors wanted for design, developengineerini,,. civil engineering, math, ment, systems and administration
Interviews.
physics, business administration and and computer development.
June and summer graduates may

terested in U.S. Marine Corps candidate programs are welcome.
Industrial Technology Society,
7:30 p.m., Manny’s Cellar. General
business meeting.
Conservation Club, 1:30 p.m.,
S227. Dr. Robert Sluss of the entomology department, will speak.
American Marketing Anon., 7:30
p.m., Mario’s Smorgy, Story and
King Roads. Speaker will be Mr.
Aaron Levy.
WEDNESDAY
Christian Ecumenical Council,
12:30 p.m., College Memorial Chap-

TOMORROW

Job Interviews

-4el. Special Lenten service.
Tan Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., faculty
Cafeteria. Formal smoker for potential members.
Society for the Advancement of
Management, 6 p.m., Lou’s Village.
Banquet and featured speaker.
7:30 p.m.,
II Menlo Italian,
Building N, Room 8A. Election of
spring officers.
Student Mobilization Committee,
7:30 p.m., 295 E. San Fernando,
Room 9. Debate and speech committee members are asked to attend
organizing meeting.

sign

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15

liberal arts majors wanted for enSandia Corporation. Mechanical gineering management, systems
engineering and electrical engineer- eng i fleeting, transmission and
ing majors wanted for design en- switching design, engineering ecoSeniors and graduates who signed
gineering position.
up for interviews for International
nomics and planning.
THI’RSDAY, MARCH 10
Western Electric Company, Inc. Voluntary Services, Inc., are re-

Volunteer Jobs

California State Personnel Board. Electrical engineering, mechanical minded that interviews are today.
engineering major wanted engineering, industrial engineering, Information may be obtained in
chemical engineering, math, busi- ADM234.
for position as civil engineer.

Civil

e

IF YOU’LL GIVE US 55 MINUTES OF YOUR TIME
WE’LL FLY YOU TO LOS ANGELES FOR EASTER.

TWO DAYS ONLY!

D’OYLY CARTE OPERA COMPANY

ilb

in an actual performance of

1=S:14. 1

Shows at

The Mikado

293-1953

TOUR THE ORIENT

69c

Honolulu

Hong Kong

Singapore

I

ILI

Bangkok

Taipei

Okinawa

Kagoshima’

S

GET A
FORD
and
HAVE A BALL*

Klee*
Chagall
and others
also available

Other Print-

Ski l’osten,

Dance Posters

134

e. san fernando

and 457 C. san carlos

Special offer:

e,

f..)

PHONE*
738-1800
ASK FOR PETE

s,
:6.

regularly I 8c

-.........

0,8")
’sm.."

ee

NRY’S

+44
4
4

+
4

515

..

g____

You hare to experience FLOW ERS. They
hare* a nen. and exciting combination of
jazz and rock sounds. Enjoy FLOWERS
and the other* great acts on the Enter.
toinment Calendar in RICARDO’S true.
ttan atmosphere.

le

t

..1: ’1, ’’’’.

MON.: Jazz Night
WED. & SAT.: Rich & Bill
THURS. & FRI.: Flowers
SUN.: Uncle Tom’s Committee

,i

Open dolly of 4 p.m.
Entertainment starts at 9 p.m.

9t-cceci-r ez
$i

218 Willow St.
minimumWed thru Sat. (under 21)

Happy. Easter

Now

... ..ei,

grilled onions*, and a crisp
pickle on a golden bun.

,

DINNERS

Easter Flowers

Henry’s Regular Hamburger 2 for 25c

Nctilyizti Flowers
Since 1885

S. 10thAt William

Ph,..: 295.1510

How to Play Think-Links
Write the asterisk-marked word or words from each advertisement
next Iii the advertiser’s name in the entry blank.
2. Select words front the "asterisk words" list to fill in the word links.
Start with the word which has one letter given. Only one word fits
in this space. All the words in the "asterisk words" list are not used.
3. Answer the tie -breaker question.
4. Fill out the requested information, clip the entry blank and bring it
to the Spartan Daily Classified Office (The office is closed between
12:3(1 and 1:15 p.m. each day) before 3 p.111. Wednesday of this

Contest Rides

Only currently -enrolled Sao Jose State College students may enter.
to one entry per person. Spartan Daily
2. Students are
may toil miler the contest.
3. All entries become the property of Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible
entries that are lost or stolen.

staff members

What You Can
Win:

5. Every entry nmst he filled out completely without any erasures to be considered by the judges.
6. In event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant
who conies closest to the correct answer of the tie-breaker question will be
winner. In case of a tie no the special question, an additional tie-breaker
test ion will be pi sell the rent aillimig contestants to determine the winner of
the PS
flight.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Paean-. Southwest Airlines Mtvire
tia:s after the ticket is issued.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to enrreet errors, to extend deadlines
and to make any necessary additions or corrections of the rules.
9. Persons dc,dgoated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges.
Their deei.,imis shall be final regarding both the determination of prize
winners or deciding on disqualification of entrants for any reason.
entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and ac10. Entry Imbedion
ceptance of juil;:.c.

cpartatt Sook4tere
’right on campus

This in your THINK-LINKS Entry
Blank. Please do not staple, spindle or
mutilate. Just enter.

st
PRIZE:

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on most news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most
newspapers.

TIE-BREAKER
Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial Average
will be at the close of the market on Thursday,
March 16.

Name
Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

City

PSA

Phone
THINK -LINKS

ASB Number

C

ADVERTISER
Cal Book

for any

We have a fine selection
of Easter eggs*, chocolate bunnies*,
greeting cards, and assorted Easter
candies for your holiday gift giving.

292-8311

2nd & San Fernando

I.

week.

Sunnyvale

Headline RICARDO’S
Entertainment Calendar

, ,.
41 fA.! --,08
.
4 1 ,‘ _0

ile--

650 El Camino
Real

,

Order* your

Every Tuesday and Thursday evening
after 5 p.m. until end of semester

100% pure U.S. Gov’t:inspectedl
Topped with mounds of fresh

9ord

CALL PETE ELLIS. S.J.S. SALES
REPRESENTATIVE. HE WILL BE
GLAD TO DISCUSS YOUR FINANCIAL
PROBLEMS, AND TELL YOU HOW YOU
CAN AFFORD A NEW FORD.

califorma book co., ltd.

I

fieliday

THEN . . .

"FLOWERS"

RicaR6o’s

YOU TIED TO AN OLD

,/

.101

295-3805
CLUNK?

4fli

,

10th & William St
San Jose

K

Silk Screen Prints
Picasso*

35c

Spaghetti
regular size

FINANCIAL WORRIES HAVE

llodigliani

t__,, .
. 1. . , .4_

EVERY TUESDAY

NK

60 No. let
293-1033

T -M Travel Agency

inch pizzas
all varieties’

8

H

Osaka

Kyoto

Nay o) a

STUDENT RATES AT MATINEES ONLY

EVERY MONDAY

28

Tokyo

2:15 p.m. & 8:15 p.m.

SPECIAL

T

daysAll inclusive (Hotels, meals, sightseeing and transportation). Only $1,359 including round-trip jet fare (tax included).

March 15 & 16

brilliant comic opera*

For information call:

PRE7’7’Y GOOD DEAL FOR 41E43 PLUS TAX? YOU HET!’
ON. PS.-1. JP,’7’77 NG THERE LS HALF THE FUN!

Wednesday & Thursday

Gilbert and Sullivan’s

In the heart
of
Downtown
San Jose

ASTERISK WORDS
44.=

1=,

Henry’s
Holiday Ford
11

RI.TNNER-UP
PRIZES:
Tickets to the
United Artist
Theater.
Give it a try!

Navelet’s
PSA
Red Ram

Hr

IMM.111

Ricardo’s
Spartan Book
T-M Travel
U A Theater

.11

4=011416

.4.446

diMM1114

